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We propose a new route to accelerate molecular dynamics through the use of velocity jump processes
allowing for an adaptive time-step specific to each atom-atom pair (2-body) interactions. We start by
introducing the formalism of the new velocity jump molecular dynamics, ergodic with respect to the
canonical measure. We then introduce the new BOUNCE integrator that allows for long-range forces to
be evaluated at random and optimal time-steps, leading to strong computational savings in direct space.
The accuracy and computational performances of a first BOUNCE implementation dedicated to classical
(non-polarizable) force fields is tested in the cases of pure direct-space droplet-like simulations and of
periodic boundary conditions (PBC) simulations using Smooth Particule Mesh Ewald. An analysis of the
capability of BOUNCE to reproduce several condensed phase properties is provided. Since electrostatics
and van der Waals 2-body contributions are evaluated much less often than with standard integrators
using a 1fs timestep, up to a 400 % direct-space acceleration is observed. Applying the reversible ref-
erence system propagator algorithms (RESPA(1)) to reciprocal space (many-body) interactions allows
BOUNCE-RESPA(1) to maintain large speedups in PBC while maintaining precision. Overall, we show
that replacing the BAOAB integrator by the BOUNCE adaptive framework preserves a similar accuracy
and lead to 2 to 4-fold computational savings depending on the molecular system, boundary condition
choice and force field model compared to reference 1fs/BAOAB.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a popular tool that
allows the simulation of complex molecular systems,
ranging from materials to biomolecules, mainly used
to compute properties by sampling a defined ensem-
ble. In practice, this means that one would like to
perform very long trajectories to maximize this sam-
pling. This can be achieved by brute force high per-
formance computing using advanced massively parallel
simulation softwares1–8. However, at the age of ex-
ascale computing, any algorithmic enhancements on
the statistical physics side would save millions of hours
on supercomputers and therefore energy resources. In
this connection the development of more efficient MD
integrators is an intense field of research. In recent
years, lots of mathematical work has been performed,
especially in the framework of the Langevin dynam-
ics, and new techniques emerged such as Leimkuhler’s
BAOAB9,10 offering stable, accurate and well under-
stood integration scheme. Of course, to speed up simu-
lations, one would like primarily to be able to use time-
a)Electronic mail: pierre.monmarche@sorbonne-universite.fr
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steps as large as possible. In practice, multi-timestep
approaches11, that are now standard in MD, do offer a
substantial acceleration through the use of frequency-
driven splittings. However, it comes at a price as res-
onance effects limit the maximum usable time-step at
a given accuracy.12,13. Various alternative strategies
have been proposed to enable the use of very large time-
steps such as in the Generalized Langevin Equation
(GLE)14 or the stochastic isokinetic extended phase-
space algorithm15–17. In these approaches a modified
dynamics is used to sample the correct measure. It of-
fers some further acceleration but a recurrent problem
is that such a strategy, which does not preserve the
dynamical properties such as the diffusion coefficient,
often limit the sampling rate. In that case, the numer-
ical gain is reduced by the fact that a longer trajectory
is necessary to keep the same quality of sampling. To
speed up molecular dynamics while not affecting too
much the dynamics14,18, one possibility is to combine
well-chosen integrators within a multi-split approach
like for BAOAB-RESPA1 to push forward the stability
limit19.
This paper proposes to look outside the box and gives
an alternative to multi-time-step approaches. To do so,
we will explore the possibility to take into account the
slowly varying, bounded part of the atomistic potential
at play by a velocity jump mechanism, combining clas-
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sical MD with probabilistic thinning methods and in-
troducing a new integrator: BOUNCE. The algorithm
can somehow be thought of as a multi-time-step inte-
grator where the long-range forces are evaluated at ran-
dom time-steps. We will first introduce the mathemat-
ical framework of the velocity jumps processes, then
present the new BOUNCE integrator. Finally, we will
evaluate its computational gain and assess its accuracy
using classical, non-polarizable force fields, through a
set of numerical experiments performed in the frame-
work of a first implementation of BOUNCE within the
Tinker–HP software1, where various properties will be
computed and compared to the state-of-the-art inte-
grators.
II. METHOD
A. Building a new molecular dynamics integrators:
requirements
The main goal of MD is to compute expecta-
tions with respect to µ the Boltzmann-Gibbs mea-
sure, namely the probability distribution on R6N with
density proportional to exp(−βH(q, p)) where β =
1/(kBT ) is the inverse temperature, q and p are respec-
tively the positions and momenta of N atoms and the
Hamiltonian is H(q, p) = Epot(q) + Ekin(p). Denoting
M the mass matrix of the system, the kinetic energy is
Ekin(p) =
1
2p
′M−1p, where x′ denotes the transpose of
x. The potential energy Epot will be discussed below.
We need to design a (theoretical, at first) trajectory
t 7→ (q(t), p(t)) that is ergodic with respect to µ, in the
sense that
1
t
∫ t
0
ϕ (q(s), p(s)) ds −→
t→∞
∫
ϕ(q, p)µ(dq,dp) (1)
for all observables ϕ (in some class of functions on
R6N ), and then to approximate the continuous-time
dynamics by a numerical scheme (qk, pk)k∈N, so that
1
K
K∑
k=1
ϕ (qk, pk) −→
k→∞
∫
ϕ(q, p)µδ(dq,dp)
where µδ is an approximation of µ, depending on the
time-step δ of the numerical scheme.
A classical process that is ergodic with respect to
µ is the Langevin diffusion, solution of the stochastic
differential equation (SDE){
q˙(t) = M−1p(t)
p˙(t) = −∇Epot (q(t))− γM−1p˜(t)−
√
2β−1γw˙(t) ,
where (w(t))t>0 is a Brownian motion on R6N , so that
w˙(t) is a white noise force, and γ > 0. Rather than en-
tering into technical details about diffusion processes,
SDEs and stochastic calculus in general, let us simply
say that this process is the limit as δ vanishes of the
following Euler scheme with timestep δ:{
qk+1 − qk = δM−1pk
pk+1 − pk = −δ∇Epot (qk)− δγM−1pk +
√
2β−1γδWk ,
where (Wk)k∈N is a sequence of independent random
variables of dimension 3N distributed according to the
standard (i.e. mean zero, variance the identity ma-
trix) Gaussian distribution. In fact, rather than this
naive Euler scheme, higher order methods are used in
practice, as we will see below. Similarly to the Euler
scheme, these schemes require at each step the compu-
tation for a configuration q of the forces −∇Epot(q).
The rest of this work is based on a decomposition of
the forces of the form
∇qEpot(q) =
K∑
i=0
Fi(q)
for K > 1 and some vector-fields Fi. Suppose that F0
gathers short-range forces, typically cheap to compute
(since each particle only interacts with a small number
of neighbours through these forces) but fast-varying
and high (in molecular dynamics, short-range forces
are repulsive and singular at 0, for instance Lennard-
Jones forces scale as 1/r13 where r is the distance be-
tween the centres of two atoms), while the Fi’s for
i > 1 are larger-range forces, numerically more inten-
sive than F0 (since an atom basically interacts with all
the others through these forces), but also smaller and
more regular. A natural idea is thus not to compute
the long-range forces at each step or, in other words, to
use different time-steps for the different forces. Indeed,
by classical considerations on the convergence of Euler
schemes, the time-step should be related to the norm
of the forces. This idea leads to the so-called multi-
time-step methods, see20,21 and references within.
B. Introduction to jump processes
The method developed in this work is different. We
will design a continuous-time process based on the
Langevin diffusion{
q˙(t) = M−1p(t)
p˙(t) = −F0 (q(t))− γM−1p˜(t)−
√
2β−1γw˙(t) ,
(2)
to which random jumps (or collisions, or bounces) will
be added that will take into account the forces Fi’s,
i > 1, in such that a way that ergodicity with respect
to µ is enforced. Then a unique time-step will be used
for the discretization. The resulting discrete-time chain
will be such that the forces Fi are only computed at
random steps.
Before giving a rigorous definition of the process,
let us give a brief and informal definition of the jump
mechanisms. Denote v = M−1p the velocities of the
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particles. The trajectory basically follows (2) except
that, between times t and t+ δ for δ small, the process
has a probability λi(q(t), v(t))δ + o(δ) to undergo a
collision due to the ith force for all i ∈ J1,KK, where
λi is called the i
th jump rate and, here, is given by
λi(q, v) = βmax (0, v
′Fi(q)) . (3)
At such a collision, the velocity jumps from v to
Ri(q, v) = v − 2 v
′Fi(q)
Fi(q)′M−1Fi(q)
M−1Fi(q) . (4)
Note that this is not defined if Fi(q) = 0, but in that
case the probability to see a collision is zero. When
M is a scalar matrix, this means v is reflected orthog-
onally to Fi(q). More generally, v∗ = Ri(q, v) is the
only vector that conserves the kinetic Energy (i.e. such
that v′∗Mv∗ = v
′Mv) such that v′∗Fi(q) = −v′Fi(q).
In other words, M1/2v∗ is the orthogonal reflection of
M1/2v with respect to M−1/2Fi(q).
This kind of velocity jump mechanism have received
interest over the past years in various communities
concerned with sampling problems22–24. The novelty
in this work is that it is integrated within a classical
Langevin diffusion through a force splitting, and im-
plemented in a practical MD code.
III. THEORETICAL SETTINGS
A. The theoretical continuous-time process
Let T0 = 0 and suppose by induction that (qt, pt)
has been defined for t ∈ [0, Tn] for some n ∈ N. We
call Tn the n
th jump (or collision) time. Let (p˜, q˜)t>Tn
be the solution of the SDE (2) with initial condition
(p˜(Tn), q˜(Tn)) = (p(Tn), q(Tn)). Let (Ei)i∈J1,KK be in-
dependent random variables with standard exponential
distribution, i.e. such that P(Ei > s) = exp(−s) for all
s > 0, independent from (w(t))t>0. For i ∈ J1,KK, let
Si = inf
{
t > Tn , Ei <
∫ t
Tn
λi(q˜s,M
−1p˜s)ds
}
, (5)
where λi is given by (3). The next jump time is then
defined as Tn+1 = min{Si, i ∈ J1,KK}. Let In+1 be
the index such that Tn+1 = SIn+1 (since almost surely
Ti 6= Tj for i 6= j, In+1 is uniquely defined). For t ∈
[Tn, Tn+1), set (p(t), q(t)) = (q˜(t), p˜(t)). At time Tn+1,
the position is continuous, i.e. q(Tn+1) = q˜(Tn+1),
while the velocity v = M−1p undergoes a collision due
to the Ithn+1 jump mechanism, and jumps to the value
v (Tn+1) = RIn+1 (q˜ (Tn+1) , v˜ (Tn+1)) ,
with Ri given by (4). The process is thus defined up to
Tn+1 and, by induction, up to Tk for all k ∈ N. From
now on, we assume that ‖Fi‖∞ := supq∈R3N ‖Fi(q)‖ <
+∞ for all i ∈ J1,KK (while F0 may be unbounded and
admit singularities). Under this assumption, using the
bounds on the Fi’s and the fact the norm of the velocity
is not modified at jump times, it can be proven that
there is almost surely a finite number of jumps in a
finite interval25. As a consequence, the trajectory is
defined for all times.
It is readily checked26 that
∫ Lϕdµ = 0 for all nice
ϕ where L is the Markov generator associated to the
process, which informally means that µ is an invariant
distribution for the process. The rigorous proof that
the process is ergodic with respect to µ in the typi-
cal settings of molecular dynamics (i.e. with singular
forces) is beyond the scope of the present paper, but
we give a sketch of the proof of the following:
Theorem 1. In the case of periodic conditions, i.e.
q ∈ (R/Z)3N , suppose that Fi is C2 for all i ∈ J0,KK.
Then the process is ergodic with respect to µ, in the
sense that (1) holds for all bounded measurable ϕ.
Proof. It is well-known and easily checked (see27 and
references within) that the Langevin diffusion (2) ad-
mits Ekin as a Lyapunov function. Moreover, by hy-
poellipticity, its transition kernel admits for all positive
time a smooth density with respect to the Lebesgue
measure. Since the kinetic energy is unchanged at a
jump time, Ekin is still a Lyapunov function for the
jump process. Since the jump rates are bounded, there
is for all positive time t a positive probability r (inde-
pendent from the starting point of the process) that
no jump occurs in the time interval [0, t]. Thus the
transition kernel of the jump process is bounded be-
low by r times the transition kernel of the diffusion
(2), hence is bounded below (uniformly in the starting
point in a given compact set) by a constant times the
Lebesgue measure on some compact set. This means a
local Doeblin condition is satisfied which, together with
the drift condition enforced by the Lyapunov function,
classically concludes (see26–29 for details).
B. Interpretations
Let us give some intuitions on the meaning of the
jump mechanisms. Suppose to fix ideas that Fi = ∇Ei
for some potential Ei, β = 1 and M is the Identity
matrix. Then, from q˙ = v, we get ∂tEi(q) = v
′Fi(q),
hence λi(q, v) = max(0, ∂tEi(q)). As a consequence,∫ t
0
λi (q(s), v(s)) ds = Ei (q(t))− Ei (q(0))
while Ei is increasing along the trajectory, and zero
otherwise. The definition of the time Si can thus be
interpreted as follows: the exponential random variable
Ei drawn at the beginning of the trajectory is the total
amount of energy barrier that the process is allowed to
cross uphill. When all this budget is spent, the process
jumps (see Fig. 1). Remark that, due to the so-called
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Figure 1. As long as the process goes down the potential,
there is no jump. When the total energy barrier crossed
(here ∆1 + ∆2) reaches the random value Ei, the process
jumps.
Figure 2. At a collision time, the process bounces on the
level set of the potential.
lack of memory of the exponential law, i.e. the fact
that, for all s, t > 0,
P (E > t+ s | E > t) = P (E > s) ,
it is in fact not necessary to keep in memory the accu-
mulated jump rate involved in (5). Indeed, if we run
the trajectory for some time t0 > 0 and no jump oc-
curs, we can reset the accumulated jump rate to zero
and drew new variables E1, . . . , Ek, and this won’t af-
fect the statistics of the trajectory. In other words,
the process is Markovian (at any time, the law of the
future trajectory depends on the current position but
not on the past trajectory).
If the process has reached (q, v˜) at time Si and
jumps, then Fi(q) = ∇Ei(q) is the normal vector at
point q of the level set {E = E(q)}. Then the jump
from v˜ to Ri(q, v˜) corresponds to a specular reflection
on the level set (see Figure 2).
Another interpretation is to see the process as
the continuous limit of a lifted Metropolis-Hastings
scheme, as in22,26. For a given time-step δ > 0, con-
sider the Markov transition from (qn, vn) to (qn +
δvn, vn) with probability min(1, exp(−Ei(qn + δvn) +
Ei(qn)), and to (qn + δ(vn + Ri(qn, vn))/2, Ri(qn, vn)
otherwise. Then this step (approximately as δ van-
ishes) fixes the probability law µ, by design of the
Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability. Remark
that
min
(
1, e−Ei(q+δv)+Ei(q)
)
= e−max(0,Ei(q+δv)−Ei(q))
= e−δmax(0,v
′Fi(q)) + o(δ) .
Then a bounce for the continuous process corresponds
to a Metropolis rejection for the discrete chain. How-
ever, contrary to what happens for the classical re-
versible Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, here a rejec-
tion doesn’t mean that the process is stopped (which
would impair the exploration of the space, hence
the variance of the ergodic estimation), only that it
changes its direction. For more complete and rigorous
considerations on this interpretation, we refer to26 and
references within.
C. Markov generator and splitting scheme
For a given observable ϕ, denote
Ptϕ(q, p) = E [ϕ(qt, pt) | (q0, p0) = (q, p)]
the average of ϕ over the distribution of (qt, pt).
Then this distribution is characterized by
{Ptϕ, ϕ continuous bounded}. Similarly, for a
Markov process, the motion of the process is charac-
terized by the evolution of Ptϕ for a sufficiently large
class of observables ϕ. This evolution is guided by the
generator L of the process, which is a linear operator
defined by
Lϕ = lim
t→0
1
t
(Ptϕ− ϕ) .
for all suitable observable ϕ. In that case, from the
Markovian property of the dynamics, we get that
∂tPtϕ = LPtϕ for all t > 0 so that, informally,
Ptϕ = e
tLϕ. Here, for the process introduced in Sec-
tion III A, following25,26 (and the notations of30) we
get that L = LA + LB + LO + LJ where
LAϕ(q, p) = (M−1p)∇qϕ(q, p)
LBϕ(q, p) = −F0(q)∇pϕ(q, p)
LOϕ(q, p) = −γ(M−1p)∇pϕ(q, p) + γβ−1∆pϕ(q, p)
LJϕ(q, p) =
K∑
i=1
λi(q,M
−1p) (ϕ (q, p∗)− ϕ(q, p)) ,
with p∗ = MRi(q,M−1)p, respectively corresponds
to the free transport (A), the forces (B), the fric-
tion/dissipation (O), and the jumps (J). We approx-
imate the continuous-time dynamics above following
the Trotter/Strang splitting scheme30,31
etL = e
1
2 tLBe
1
2 tLJ e
1
2 tLAetLOe
1
2 tLAe
1
2 tLJ e
1
2 tLB+ o
t→0
(t2) .
In other words, starting from the BAOAB scheme of30,
we add two half-time jump steps between the forces
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and the the transport parts. The process correspond-
ing to each (half) step can be exactly simulated. Let
us focus in the next section on the case of LJ . The
stochastic process (qt, pt) associated to LJ is the fol-
lowing. The position qt = q is constant, and the ve-
locity vt = M
−1pt is a Markov chain that jumps from
v to Ri(q, v) at rate λi(q, v) for all i ∈ J1,KK. Re-
mark that computing λi(q, v) and Ri(q, v) requires to
compute Fi(q).
D. Efficient sampling of a Markov chain
In a general abstract framework, let λ1, . . . , λK :
Rd → R+ be some jump rates and R1, . . . , RK : Rd →
Rd. Let us construct a Markov chain X(t) ∈ Rd that
jumps from x to Rj(x) at rate λj(x) for j ∈ J1,KK. The
basic definition of such a chain is the following: start-
ing at X(0) = x, let E1, . . . , EK be independent stan-
dard exponential random variables and Sj = Ej/λj(x).
Then T = minj∈J1,KK Sj is the next jump time, and
the Markov chain jumps at time T from x to RJ(x)
where J is the index such that T = SJ (almost surely
uniquely defined). Then, the process starts again from
this new position.
Suppose that there exists constants λ∗1, . . . , λ
∗
K > 0
such that λj(x) 6 λ∗j for all x ∈ Rd, j ∈ J1,KK.
Then the construction above is equivalent (in the sense
that it defines the same Markov chain) to the follow-
ing. Starting at X(0) = x, let E1, . . . , EK be inde-
pendent standard exponential random variables and
Sj = Ej/λ∗j . Let T = minj∈J1,KK Sj , and J be the
index such that T = SJ . We say that at time T , a
jump of type J is proposed. Let U be a random vari-
able uniformly distributed over [0, 1]. If U 6 λJ(x)/λ∗J
(which happens with probability λJ(x)/λ
∗
J) then the
chain jumps from x to RJ(x) at time T (we say that
the jump is accepted). Otherwise, the chain does not
jump, i.e. X(T ) = x (we say that the jump is rejected).
In both cases, the process starts again from its current
position.
From a computational point of view, the main ad-
vantage of the second method is that the rate λj(x)
only have to be computed when a jump of type j is
proposed.
For a given fixed t > 0, let Mj be the number of
proposed jumps of type j in the time interval [0, t] and
{Tk,j}k∈J1,MjK be the times of these proposals. Clas-
sical properties of the exponential distribution ensures
the following facts: Mj follows a Poisson distribution
with parameter λ∗j t and, conditionally to Mj , the pro-
posal times {Tk,j}k∈J1,MjK are independent and uni-
formly distributed over [0, t]. Moreover, if i 6= j, then
Mj and Mi are independent and so are {Tk,i}k∈J1,MiK
and {Tk,j}k∈J1,MjK. In fact we don’t need to know the
values of the proposal times Tk,j since the process is
constant between two proposals, but we only need to
know the order in which the different jump types are
proposed.
As a consequence, we can sample X(t) as follows.
First, draw M1, . . . ,MK as independent Poisson vari-
ables with respective parameters λ∗j t (that are, for
each jump type, the total number of jump proposed
during the time interval [0, t]). Then, draw a jump
type J ∈ J1,KK in such a way that P(J = j) =
Mj/(M1 + · · · + MK) for all j ∈ J1,KK. Propose a
jump of type J , namely: with probability λJ(x)/λ
∗
J , x
jumps to RJ(x), otherwise x stays at x. Then update
the remaining number of type J jump proposals, i.e.
set MJ ←MJ −1. Repeat until all the jump proposals
have been considered, i.e. M1 = · · · = MK = 0. Then
the current position is X(t).
The method is efficient if the upper bounds λ∗j are
small, so that the number of jump proposals (and thus
the number of computations of λj(x)) are small. Of
course, for λ∗j to be small, we need at least the rates
to be small, and then the upper-bound to be close to
these rates.
IV. A FIRST EXAMPLE
A. Decomposition of the forces
Here we consider a total potential energy
Epot(q) = Eelec(q) + EV dW (q) + Ebond(q)
with respectively the Coulomb electric, van der Waals,
and bond potential. For the sake of simplicity, in this
first example, the jump mechanisms is only used for the
long-range van der Waals forces. The van der Waals
potential is
EV dW (q) =
∑
i 6=j
W (|qi − qj |)
where qi ∈ R3 is the coordinates of the center of the
ith atom, i ∈ J1, NK, and
W (r) = E0
((r0
r
)12
−
(r0
r
)6)
(6)
for some parameters E0, r0 > 0. Consider some smooth
switching function χ from R+ to [0, 1] with χ(r) = 0 if
r < r′ and χ(r) = 1 if r > r′′ for some thresholds 0 <
r′ < r′′. For i ∈ J1, NK, let Ai be a (3N)×3 matrix with
all coefficients equal to zero except A(3(i− 1) + 1, 1) =
A(3(i − 1) + 2, 2) = A(3(i − 1) + 3, 3) = 1. In other
words, if v = (v1, . . . , vN ) ∈ R3N are the velocities of
the N atoms, then A′iv = vi ∈ R3. Then, denoting
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rij = |qi − qj |, decompose
∇EV dW (q)
=
N∑
i=1
Ai∇qiEV dW (q)
=
N∑
i=1
Ai
N∑
j 6=i
(1− χ1(rij) + χ1(rij))∇qi (W (rij))
= FshortV dW (q) +
N∑
i=1
Ai
N∑
j=1
Fi,j(q)
with
FshortV dW (q) =
N∑
i=1
Ai
N∑
j 6=i
(1− χ(rij))∇qi (W (rij))
Fi,j(q) = χ(rij)∇qi (W (rij))
for j 6= i, and zero otherwise. Note that we applied the
switching function directly at the gradient level and
that the short-range van der Waals forces FshortV DW
are numerically less intensive than the long-range ones.
As a conclusion, decompose the forces as
∇Epot(q) = F0 +
N∑
i=1
Ai
N∑
j=1
Fi,j(q)
with
F0(q) = ∇Eelec(q) + FshortV dW (q) +∇Ebond(q) .
Remark that v′AiFi,j = v′iFi,j . It means that the jump
mechanisms associated with the vector field AiFi,j only
involves vi. As a consequence, with such a decompo-
sition, a Markov chain V = (V1, . . . , VN ) ∈ R3N with
generator given by LJ (for fixed positions q) is such
that the Vi’s are independent Markov chains, that can
be simulated in parallel. For all i ∈ J1, NK, Vi is a
Markov chain that jumps from vi to Ri,j(vi) at rate
λi,j(vi) for j ∈ J1, NK, where
λi,j(vi) = βmax (0, v
′
iFi,j(q))
Ri,j(vi) = vi − 2 v
′
iFi,j(q)
‖Fi,j(q)‖2Fi,j(q) .
(the mass of an atom is a scalar matrix and thus it
disappears in the expression of R). According to Sec-
tion III D, we need to find an upper bound of the jump
rates. Here,
λi,j(vi) 6 β‖vi‖‖Fi,j(q)‖ .
Remark that, at a jump time, the velocity vi is trans-
formed by an orthogonal reflection, so that its norm is
conserved and thus ‖Vi(t)‖ is constant along the tra-
jectory of the Markov chain. On the other hand, using
that ‖∇qi(rij)‖ = 1 and ‖χ‖∞ = 1, we get that
‖Fi,j(q)‖ 6 ‖χ(rij)W ′(rij)‖ 6 ‖χW ′‖∞ .
As a consequence, given any bound L of ‖χW ′‖∞, we
bound the jump rate by
λi,j(q, v) 6 λ∗i,j := β‖vi‖L .
We can bound χ by the indicator function of [r′′,+∞[
to analytically derive an explicit bound of ‖χW ′‖∞.
Nevertheless, as we saw in Section III D, the lower is
our bound, the more efficient is the algorithm, so in-
stead of using an explicit non-optimal bound it is bet-
ter to numerically compute ‖χW ′‖∞ once and for all
at the beginning of the simulation. This is easily done
since χW ′ is a one-dimensional function.
B. The algorithm
Keep the notations of the previous section, and de-
note δ the time-step. The symmetric splitting scheme
presented in Section III C reads
(B) Set p← p− 12δF0(q).
(J) Set p←MV (δ/2) where V (0) = M−1p and V =
(V1, . . . , VN ) where for all i ∈ J1, NK, (Vi(t))t>0
is a Markov chain that jumps from vi to Ri,j(vi)
at rate λi,j(vi) for all j ∈ J1, NK (see below).
(A) Set q ← q + 12δM−1p.
(O) Set p ← e−γδM−1p +
√
β−1
(
1− e−2γδM−1)MG
with G a standard Gaussian random variable.
Then, repeat steps A, J and B in this order. It remains
to describe in detail the step J, which is the following:
• For i ∈ J1, NK, do
• Initialize vi = 1mi pi.
• Draw Mi a Poisson random variable with pa-
rameter Nβ‖vi‖Lδ/2.
• For k = J1,MiK, do
• Draw J and U uniformly distributed re-
spectively over J1, NK and [0, 1]
• If U < λi,J(vi)/λ∗i,J , do
• vi ← Ri,J(vi)
• end if
• end do
• end do.
Note the following slight modification with respect
to the general settings of Section III D: we don’t gener-
ate different Poisson variables Mi,j for each j ∈ J1, NK
corresponding to the N jump mechanisms involving vi.
The reason is that the bounds λ∗i,j are the same for all j,
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and thus we directly sample the total number of jump
proposed for the ith velocity (hence the N factor in the
parameter of the Poisson variable Mi) and, for each of
these jump proposals, we chose at random its type J
(again, since the bounds are the same, the index J such
that SJ = minj∈J1,NK Sj is uniformly distributed overJ1, NK).
C. Computational gain
In a usual scheme (for instance, the BAOAB one30),
at each time-step, ∇qEV dW has to be computed, which
demands N(N − 1) computations of quantities of the
form ∇qi (W (rij)). Let us compare this with our algo-
rithm.
At each step FshortV dW has to be computed
once, which demands
∑N
i=1Nn(i) similar computations,
where Nn(i) is the number of atoms in a neighbour list
that contains at least all atoms at distance less than r′′
of the ith one. Moreover, at each half time-step and for
each atom i ∈ J1, NK, Mi computations are required,
whose expected value is βN‖vi‖Lδ/2. At equilibrium,
vi is distributed according to an isotropic Gaussian law
with variance 1/(miβ) where mi is the mass of the i
th
atom. By the Jensen inequality, the expected value of
‖vi‖ is less than the standard deviation of this distri-
bution,
√
3/(miβ). Thus the average total number of
computations of quantities of the form ∇qi (W (rij)) at
each time step is of order
N∑
i=1
Nn(i) +
√
3βNLδ
N∑
i=1
m
−1/2
i .
Remark that the two parts of this quantity depend (in
an opposite way) of the choice of the radius r′ that dis-
tinguishes short and long-range interaction. Indeed, as
r′ increases, Nn(i) increases but the Lipschitz constant
L decreases. The optimal choice of r′ should minimize
the sum.
If we suppose that Nn(i)  N when N becomes large
(the other parameters being fixed), which is the case if
the volume of the system increases with a constant den-
sity, then the cost of computing the short-range forces
is negligible with respect to N2. As a consequence,
for large N , the expected computation gain, in term
of number of computations of quantities of the form
∇qi (W (rij)), from using bounces instead of comput-
ing the full gradient at each step is a factor
α :=
√
3βLδ
1
N
N∑
i=1
m
−1/2
i .
The parameters of the droplet numerical experiments
of Section VI yield α = 5.1 ∗ 10−7 for a box of 1500
atoms water box using TIP3P model. In other words,
concerning the computations of the long-range van der
Waals forces, the cost is improved by five orders of
magnitude.
Remark that αN2, which is the numerical cost of
the jumps at each step, is proportional to the time-
step δ. This means that this cost by unit of (simula-
tion) time is in fact independent from the time-step. In
other words, the number of jumps proposed in a given
time interval is independent from the time-step, which
is consistent with the extensivity property of Poisson
processes. The time between two jump proposals (and
thus two computations of the force) can be seen as
a random time-step. This inter-jump time is, by de-
sign, automatically adapted to the Lipschitz norm of
the corresponding force (each force being treated inde-
pendently from the others). However, note that, even
though the numerical cost of a given simulation is inde-
pendent from the time-step (as far as the jump mech-
anism is concerned), the quality of the result is still
impacted by this time-step, since the Trotter splitting
induces some error with respect to the continuous-time
theoretical process.
V. THE FINAL ”BOUNCE” ALGORITHM
In Section IV, the algorithm was kept simple for
the sake of clarity. We now present the full algo-
rithm that we will hereafter denote as BOUNCE. We
will apply the approach to standard biomolecular force
fields: AMBER32 and CHARMM33 in the context of
two types of boundary conditions: droplets where all
the interactions are computed in real space and peri-
odic boundary conditions using standard Smooth Par-
ticle Mesh Ewald (SPME)34.
First, two details regarding the van der Waals forces
have been eluded in the previous section: in practice,
(6) is already multiplied by a switching function (there
is no van der Waals interaction between two particles
that are too far). In particular, when periodic bound-
ary conditions are applied, the cutoff is such that an
atom is never interacting with multiple periodic repli-
cas since the cutoff is smaller than half the size of the
box (minimum image convention). For a given particle
i the number N in the parameter of the Poisson law
that gives the total number Mi of proposed jump is
not the total number of particles but the total num-
ber of particles that interact with i through the van
der Waals force (and, when a particle J is drawn to
determine the type of the jump, J is uniformly drawn
between these particles, not all J1, NK). Moreover, the
parameters E0 and r0 of the interaction depends on
the nature of the two particles involved, and thus the
cutoff parameter of χ and the Lipschitz bound L may
depend on the different types of particles.
In the droplets simulations, the Coulomb interac-
tion is treated as the van der Waals one: a cutoff of
5 Angstroms determines which interaction falls within
short-range and long-range, the short-range being eval-
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uated in a standard way at each time step and the long-
range being evaluated with the same jump mechanism
as described above, after having determined the proper
bounds. A switching function whose characteristics are
detailed in SI is applied at the gradient level so that the
short-range Coulomb force goes smoothly to zero near
the cutoff. Note that due to the slow decay of Coulomb
interactions with respect to the interatomic distance,
no cutoff is applied to the full Coulomb interaction.
For periodic boundary conditions with SPME,
Coulomb interactions are classically divided in a direct
and reciprocal part:
Eelec(q) =
∑
i 6=j
εi,j
rij
[erf(rij) + (1− erf(rij))]
:= Erecip(q) + Edirect(q)
with erf the error function. Following the SPME algo-
rithm, the reciprocal part is computed in the Fourier
space with fast Fourier transform. We decompose the
direct part as
∇Edirect(q) =∑
i 6=j
[χ(rij) + (1− χ(rij))]∇
(
εi,j
rij
(1− erf(rij))
)
= Fshortdir(q) +
∑
i∈N
Ai
∑
j 6=i
F˜i,j(q)
for some cutoff function χ, like for the van der Waals
forces. The long-range parts F˜i,j are Lipschitz vector
fields that are treated through a jump mechanism.
The short-range van der Waals and Coulomb forces,
together with the bond forces ∇Ebond are all gath-
ered in F0. The last forces that have to be taken into
account are the reciprocal forces ∇Erecip, which are
many-body forces. In the basic BOUNCE algorithm,
they are also integrated in F0, hence evaluated at each
time-step. In fact, there would be no theoretical ob-
jection to the use of jump mechanisms to treat many
body forces but, as we saw, the practical efficiency of
the method is related to the capacity to get good (i.e.
small) bounds on the forces (in particular, for each type
of jump, the average number of proposals per time-step
should be less than 1 so that the forces are often not
computed at all). This is a non-trivial question in the
case of the reciprocal forces. Nevertheless, we can also
use for them a classical multi-time-step method, the
RESPA algorithm20. More precisely, denote Q the suc-
cession of steps BJAOAJB as defined in Section IV B,
with some timestep δ and where the jump step J in-
volves both the van der Waals and Coulomb long-range
forces. Let m be an even integer.
Then the evolution of (qt, pt) over a timestep ∆ =
mδ is approximated as follows:
• Set p← −∆2∇Erecip(q).
• perform m times the step Q with timestep δ.
• Set p← −∆2∇Erecip(q).
In other words, a Trotter/Strang splitting scheme is
performed with the decomposition
e∆L ' e∆2 Lrecip (eδLQ)m e∆2 Lrecip
where
Lrecipϕ(q, p) = −∇Erecip(q)∇pϕ(q, p) .
In practice, what we will call BOUNCE-RESPA in
the rest of the text is a further standard bonded/non-
bonded decomposition where not only the reciprocal
space part of the Coulomb interaction is evaluated at
an outer bigger time step, but also the rest of the non
bonded part of the potential which is not evaluated
through the jump mechanism:
Fout = Fshortdir + FshortV dW −∇Erecip
such that the algorithms reads:
e∆L ' e∆2 Lout (eδLQ)m e∆2 Lout
The same reasoning can be made for the droplets
simulations without the reciprocal space part of the
Coulomb energy and by replacing the short-range di-
rect space part of the Ewald sum by the actual short-
range part of the total Coulomb energy. Note that in
principle the forces that are evaluated through jumps
could be placed at the outer level of the splitting
scheme but, due to the extensivity of the jumps, the
computational efficiency would not improve, and we
would expect the dynamics to be more perturbed by
the splitting. As a consequence, the jump step remains
a part of LQ.
As we see, the RESPA and BOUNCE methods are
straightforwardly compatible. Remark that, while the
basic BOUNCE algorithm avoids resonance problems
since it is a simple discretization (with a unique time-
step δ) of an ergodic theoretical process, the BOUNCE-
RESPA may, like the original RESPA, suffer from this
limitation. Furthermore, it is straightforward to use
an additional splitting of the potential like RESPA1
(with PME)35 with the BOUNCE procedure: in this
case, Fout is further split into a part corresponding to
the short-range portion of the non bonded term that
is evaluated at an intermediate time step and a part
consisting only of the reciprocal space interactions that
are evaluated at a larger outer time step.
VI. ASSESSMENTS OF BOUNCE CAPABILITIES:
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
To asses the computational capabilities and accuracy
of the BOUNCE integrator, we have performed a first
implementation in the Tinker-HP massively parallel
software for molecular dynamics.1 All tests have been
performed using the classical, non-polarizable TIP3P36
and SPC37 water models and with the CHARMM33 or
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AMBER32 force fields. All bonds are flexible. Com-
putations have been performed on the Occigen super-
computer (CINES, France) using Intel Broadwell pro-
cessors. The software will be made freely available to
academic users within the next release of the Tinker-
HP code1,38,39.
A. Evaluation of direct space accelerations using
BOUNCE: proof of principle droplet simulations
Because the splitting of the potential between short-
and long-range is straightforward in this context, pure
direct-space simulations are a good proof of concept
to assess the capabilities of this new integrator. Tests
have been performed on large droplets of TIP3P wa-
ter: first a droplet of 500 TIP3P water molecules and a
9737 atoms solvated ubiquitin protein described with
the Amber (f99) force field at 300 Kelvin. In both
cases, a repulsive van der Waals-like wall was imposed
to block the atoms to drift away during the simulation.
Table I shows the relative acceleration of BOUNCE
compared to reference BAOAB (1 fs) simulations and
to the popular RESPA with a bonded/non-bonded
split (0.5fs/2fs) approach. As expected since BOUNCE
evaluates much less often the long-range part of elec-
trostatic and van der Waals interactions than standard
integrators, it is nearly 4 times faster than the BAOAB
and and twice as fast as BAOAB-RESPA approaches.
In fact, when using BOUNCE, we observe an average
number of jump proposals per time-step per atom for
the van der Waals interaction of 4.7 ∗ 10−4, in accor-
dance with the a priori estimate of α ∗N = 7.65 ∗ 10−4
given in Section IV C (corresponding to α = 5.1∗10−7)
which explains that BOUNCE always provides a net
computational advantage. In that connection, Table I
also shows that the BOUNCE algorithm does adapt to
each situation as different force field models give rise
to different accelerations, i.e. TIP3P is slightly faster
than SPC as is the Amber/TIP3P combination com-
pared to the CHARMM/TIP3P one.A straightforward
analysis of the accuracy of the method can be per-
formed by computing the average potential energies of
the systems. For the pure TIP3P water droplet after
100ps simulations, the average BAOAB total Potential
Energy is of -4371.22 Kcal/mole (-4390.31 Kcal/mole
with BAOAB-RESPA 0.5/2fs) whereas BOUNCE ob-
tains a close value of -4387.18 Kcal/mole, with a ref-
erence of -4411.80 Kcal/mole for VERLET 0.5fs. In
practice the BOUNCE energy is closer to the VER-
LET reference than BAOAB-RESPA which amounts
for -4475.90 Kcal/Mol. Similar results are obtained
for a non-homogeneous system such as the solvated
ubiquitin (9737 atoms) (see Table I and Supplemen-
tary Information) demonstrating the robustness of the
BOUNCE integrator.
Waterbox Waterbox Waterbox
BAOAB BAOAB-R(0.5fs/2fs) BOUNCE
1 (TIP3P) 1.98 (TIP3P) 3.96 (TIP3P)
1 (SPC) 1.95 (SPC) 3.82 (SPC)
Ubiquitin Ubiquitin Ubiquitin
BAOAB (1fs) BAOAB-R(0.5fs/2fs) BOUNCE
1 (AMBER) 1.97 (AMBER) 3.81 (AMBER)
1 (CHARMM) 1.95 (CHARMM) 3.61 (CHARMM)
Table I. Relative speedups for a 1500 molecules TIP3P wa-
terbox and solvated ubiquitin (AMBER FF99/CHARMM
protein+TIP3P water) droplet systems simulation for the
BAOAB, BOUNCE and BAOAB-RESPA integrators, with
BAOAB as a reference
B. Accelerating Condensed Phase Simulations: with
BOUNCE-RESPA while keeping accuracy
A this stage, the proof of concept direct space com-
putations are promising but real life modern computa-
tions are usually performed in periodic boundary con-
ditions using the Particle Mesh Ewald method. This
section proposes an in-depth study of the capabilities of
the BOUNCE algorithm to reproduce condensed phase
properties of bulk water such as the average potential
energies and radial distribution functions. Although
the BOUNCE process is not designed to reproduce dy-
namical properties of the Langevin dynamics, we also
include the diffusion coefficient since it is an indicator
of the sampling rate.19 The rest of the section shows re-
sults on 3 test systems: first a cubic water box of edge
24.662 Angstroms, and then ubiquitin and DHFR pro-
teins solvated in a 72x54x54 A˚ water and 64x64x64A˚
boxes respectively (see simulation details in SI).
1. BOUNCE Computational Performance in Periodic
Boundary Conditions: coupling with RESPA/RESPA1
We chose BAOAB (1fs) with a friction of 1ps−1
and Verlet (0.5) as references and compared BOUNCE
to them along with BOUNCE-RESPA, BOUNCE-
RESPA1 and BAOAB-RESPA1 integrators. The
BOUNCE-RESPA and BAOAB-RESPA integrators
used a bonded/non-bonded split with a 0.5fs timestep
for the bonded forces and a 2fs for the non-bonded
ones. The BOUNCE-RESPA1 and BAOAB-RESPA1
use the splitting described above and a 0.5fs timestep
for the bonded forces, a 2fs for the intermediate ones
and a 6fs timestep for the long-range ones. First, as ex-
pected, replacing BAOAB by BOUNCE always results
in a net acceleration as the discussed average number
of jump proposal per particle per time-step of 5.8∗10−3
is observed in practice for the direct space interac-
tions. BOUNCE alone without any reciprocal space
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specific treatment appears competitive with the popu-
lar RESPA with a bonded/non-bonded split (0.5/2fs)
approach whereas all BOUNCE-RESPA or BOUNCE-
RESPA1 outperforms their BAOAB counterparts (see
Tables II,III, IV). It is important to note that by defi-
nition, different systems with different model parame-
ters (TIP3P vs SPC, CHARMM vs AMBER) will re-
sult in different bounds in the algorithm and therefore
BOUNCE will perform differently among them. It is
worth mentioning here too that all proposed results
depend on the splitting of the potential used to define
the various blocks of the schemes, so that one could
choose other cutoffs to define the portion of the po-
tential treated by jumps and the range of the window
switch between short- and long-range, that could lead
to improved performances. Finally, another splitting
between short-range and long-range for the Coulomb
interaction could also be used and could lead to en-
hanced performances. Since testing all possibilities is
beyond the scope of this initial paper, we chose the
RESPA1 way of splitting the Coulomb interaction with
SPME since its accuracy is less sensitive to the switch-
ing function between short- and long-range.40.
2. BOUNCE accuracy in Periodic Boundary Conditions:
computation of condensed phase properties
We first assessed the capability of the BOUNCE in-
tegrator to reproduce the radial distribution functions
of water. Figure 6 displays the oxygen-oxygen radial
distribution in a 1500 atom water-box with the SPC
model, Figure 7 the Oxygen-hydrogen radial distribu-
tion with the same system and model and Figure 8 the
hydrogen-hydrogen one, after a 2ns simulation. As a
reference, we choose a velocity verlet integrator with
a small timestep (0.5fs) and the Bussi thermostat41.
We compared it to the results obtained with BOUNCE
along with BOUNCE-RESPA, BOUNCE-RESPA1 and
the various BAOAB-based integrators. Figures III
to VII show that the native BOUNCE results are
extremely close to the reference BAOAB and Ver-
let values. When coupled with RESPA or RESPA-
1, the BOUNCE approaches give a comparable agree-
ment with the reference compared to their BAOAB-
RESPA(1) counterparts. Similar trends are observed
for average potential energies (see Figures 4 and 5).
Knowing that the continuous in time dynamic ap-
proached by BOUNCE is different than the Langevin
one (given a fixed friction coefficient) which is in turn
different than the microcanonical one, we expect dy-
namical properties computed with these approaches to
differ. But the diffusion coefficient of a dynamic is
also an indicator of its sampling rate18 which makes
it interesting to compute: a low self-diffusion coeffi-
cient would indicate a lower sampling rate and would
then negate the observed computational speedups. Al-
though BOUNCE does indeed affect the dynamics (see
discussion in section III A), the jumps only concern a
small fraction of the forces and therefore the self diffu-
sion coefficient (that we computed using the Einstein
relation) turns out to be very close to those of the ini-
tial Langevin dynamics. In practice, Figure 3 shows
that the self-diffusion constant of BOUNCE and its
RESPA-based variations remains close to the reference
BAOAB, meaning that using BOUNCE does not de-
grade the sampling rate of a dynamic compared to a
pure Langevin dynamic computed with BAOAB and
with same friction.
1fs 0.5/2fs 0.5/2/6fs
BOUNCE BOUNCE-R BOUNCE- R1
1.41 (SPC) 2.12 (SPC) 2.29 (SPC)
1.70 (TIP3P) 2.34 (TIP3P) 2.63 (TIP3P)
0.5/2fs 0.5/2/6fs
BAOAB-R BAOAB-R1
1.61 (SPC) 2.06 (SPC)
1.68 (TIP3P) 2.12 (TIP3P)
Table II. Speedup comparison on a 1500 atoms waterbox
system (SPC and TIP3P water models) of the BOUNCE,
BOUNCE-RESPA, BOUNCE-RESPA1, BAOAB-RESPA
and BAOAB-RESPA1 integrators, with BAOAB as a ref-
erence
1fs 0.5/2fs 0.5/2/6fs
BOUNCE BOUNCE-R BOUNCE- R1
1.41 (AMBER) 1.69 (AMBER) 1.85 (AMBER)
1.42 (CHARMM) 1.61 (CHARMM) 1.82 (CHARMM)
0.5/2fs 0.5/2/6fs
BAOAB-R BAOAB-R1
1.54 (AMBER) 1.82 (AMBER)
1.51 (CHARMM) 1.79 (CHARMM)
Table III. Speedup comparison on a 9737 atoms ubiq-
uitin protein system (Amber FF99/CHARMM model
protein and TIP3P model water) of the BOUNCE,
BOUNCE-RESPA, BOUNCE-RESPA1, BAOAB-RESPA
and BAOAB-RESPA1 integrators, with BAOAB as a ref-
erence
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We introduced a new MD integrator, denoted as
BOUNCE, in which the slowly varying long-range part
of the potential is evaluated through velocity jump pro-
cesses. By design, the method adapts itself to minimize
computational efforts to compute long-range forces
while preserving accuracy. In the context of droplet
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1fs 0.5/2fs 0.5/2/6fs
BOUNCE BOUNCE-R BOUNCE- R1
1.32 1.61 1.75
0.5/2fs 0.5/2/6fs
BAOAB-R BAOAB-R1
1.46 1.62
Table IV. Speedup comparison on a 23558 atoms DHFR
protein system (CHARMM force field and TIP3P Water)
of the BOUNCE, BOUNCE-RESPA, BOUNCE-RESPA1,
BAOAB-RESPA and BAOAB-RESPA1 integrators, with
BAOAB as a reference
Figure 3. Diffusion coefficient in a 1500 atoms water box
using the SPC model after a 2ns simulation. Comparison of
the BOUNCE, BOUNCE-RESPA, BOUNCE-RESPA1 and
BAOAB-RESPA1 integrators, with BAOAB as a reference.
simulations where the non-bonded forces are com-
pletely evaluated in direct space, the approach has been
shown to have a similar accuracy as a BAOAB integra-
tor with a 1fs timestep while being significantly faster
with up to a 4-time acceleration. Significant compu-
tational speedup is also obtained in periodic bound-
ary conditions with PME by combining BOUNCE with
the RESPA method to evaluate the short-range part of
the non bonded forces and reciprocal space contribu-
tion less often than the bonded terms: up to a factor
2.6 compared to BAOAB with a 1fs timestep. Fur-
thermore, the use of BOUNCE always computationally
outperforms the corresponding BAOAB-RESPA ap-
proaches while providing similar accuracy on all static
and dynamical computed properties compared to the
Figure 4. Average potential energy comparison in a
1500 atoms water box using the SPC model after a 2ns
simulation. Comparison of the BOUNCE, BOUNCE-
RESPA, BOUNCE-RESPA1 and BAOAB-RESPA1 inte-
grators, with BAOAB as a reference.
Figure 5. Average potential energy comparison in a
9737 atoms solvated ubiquitin protein system (Amber
FF99 protein force field and TIP3P water) after a 1ns
simulation. Comparison of the BOUNCE, BOUNCE-
RESPA, BOUNCE-RESPA1 and BAOAB-RESPA1 inte-
grators, with BAOAB as a reference.
Verlet or BAOAB reference. Note that in this PBC
context, the native basic BOUNCE integrator alone
already provides enough direct space acceleration to
be computationally competitive with the traditional
BAOAB-RESPA (0.5/2fs) integrator. The purpose of
the present work has essentially been to present the
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Figure 6. Oxygen-oxygen radial distribution obtained with
a 1500 atoms water box using the SPC model after a
2ns simulation. Comparison of the BOUNCE, BOUNCE-
RESPA, BOUNCE-RESPA1 and BAOAB-RESPA1 inte-
grators, with BAOAB as a reference.
new algorithm and for this reason, we did not yet
applied all acceleration strategies that could be used
in conjunction with BOUNCE. For example, as the
BOUNCE algorithm strongly minimizes the computa-
tion of electrostatics and van der Waals terms in direct
space, the choice of any direct summation technique
or continuum solvation procedure will strongly bene-
fit from this new integrator. The BOUNCE advantage
can also be pushed further in periodic boundary condi-
tions as one could choose to modify the Ewald param-
eter to increase the computational effort put in direct
space compared to reciprocal space (at a fixed Ewald
convergence) to benefit more from the BOUNCE effi-
ciency gain. Overall, it is important to point out that
the present implementation is only prototypical and
the BOUNCE algorithmic structure will provide more
room for code optimization42 whereas further evolu-
tions of the way to treat the many-body reciprocal
space interactions are under investigation. Finally, this
new technology offers new promises for speeding up
simulations using polarizable force fields19,43–45 that
include more advanced and therefore more computa-
tionally challenging electrostatics, induction and van
der Waals contributions that will not need to be com-
puted at each timestep anymore. Incoming works will
address all these points in a near future.
Figure 7. Oxygen-hydrogen radial distribution obtained
with a 1500 atom water-box using the SPC model after a
2ns simulation. Comparison of the BOUNCE, BOUNCE-
RESPA, BOUNCE-RESPA1 and BAOAB-RESPA1 inte-
grators, with BAOAB as a reference.
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